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(54) FLUORESCENT IMAGE DISPLAY METHOD AND DEVICE

(57)Abstract:

PROBLEM TO BE SOLVED: To perform a reliable

observation of organism tissue property in a fluorescent

image display method and device.

SOLUTION: The excited light and reference light emitted

from a light source 100 are emitted to an organism tissue 1

via an endoscopic unit 200, and the fluorescence generated

from the organism tissue 1 and the reflected reference light

reflected by the tissue 1 are detected as fluorescent image

and reflected reference light image by an image pickup

element 25. The normally reflected light area included in the

reflected reference light image is judged by an arithmetic

unit 400, and the normally reflected light area is displayed

on an indicator 400 in a mode different from a normally light

receiving area together with a tissue property image

showing the tissue property of the tissue 1 formed on the

basis of the fluorescent image.
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70SI2 7 cttS«««-f ^-^77^/^2 7rt£l
LTf«DSE2 7 dfc£jfU |g^l/VX3 5**tf

{CtftfiZ ki:S»WZ n HKtffcLTSHlJ*?

3 7 3 8±fcg«?l*ffl«LTWWP§
*»SCfc^1?t*. 20

[0 0 6 3] fcfe, ±Kffll^ttB«m&tt©l^tttt

KSrJt^TSfesnfcfeoifsntfho* a &a£©B

SMH£HLT4 1 0 nm<DSS©Bieft*3Wi#fe
©&ft^#©#$tt%£{*i|§iafcM*f?£<: i(c*oT

tc* D £{*SaJS$fr e>5g£ Lfc£ft©«F5£©Sft«W©»

Sia%*-riB»9*ffl^fe c H£* tJfflllttttiii

•*:a«>5(:Hfc"CtS. fetch, c<mwtm3u&.

[0064] s/c, mttmxffi®<Dmmtttt±ii

t*K
[0 0 6 5] £fc, fflCMlM^itfS

[0 0 6 6] *5SWK*5^Bfl^*ffi%H

[ 0 0 6 7 ] ft 2 Ofg%0$fig<O$ftAStt&fi 9 0 0

«, B^©JB*t£St:ra4f^fr&#e&ftfcift
*WSOiSSfH«T*5»Wlf« 430nm~530n
mfCfc^Tttffit« C fcK * t) IfWeft 2 ©ttt&T'

#1200 1-2 58 8 20

tim%zmmm$>mmn 4 3 0 n m~ 7 3 0

mmmmmxhmmm 5 0 nm~9 0

0 n mlZiS^Xfcm3 £ t K* K>%5 ftfcg»$I8)fc

Bfltt?** I RKIt#JBftBftHfc:S-3<Smfc:*!K

tT?©E***fE Lfc£f^©ffl»tt«*£

Ki&fcD, c©«B«tt«Hfilli:t*ftS§H«^«K:o

2 0«JtjB«T*5»?&«SJtH«i:» S 1 ©*gft®{l

p*5l£1IWB»ltH»i:, E«#«3ttH»T?fi* I R£
tt*!S%Bft t fcatfc^TWSt5 ^J£?©T-$>5 Bit
WJ&Xiy M 8 OH. COHftW^a-yM 8 0©
&t>izfixxg%%mmiE%%m®mmm
mxmtm^mm^mx-hmm^m 1 9 0

£a6?>ft3„

[0068] ±.mmmm9 0 ot*.

ASft*rt8»#A»l 0 0. *»©i&SSil$i:)fi*

&mmz®mmM*mrc®m=>.=-7m 1 0,

±E£ft*Hfr5«£ Lfc3bttK * S«15*tfft(MB«
t* ?)S»«ftfeJfi*WJtK:*5«%a«-r511«a.-

y M 2 0, Sfta-v h 1 2 0(C*oTjf^ft/cB

tmmmmm^.-y n 3 o, rt^fflxa? 1

oortfcEBSftfc»«*?K*:3Ta«sftfc, gffl

tc* Otf5ft5H«i:^OH«l?*5l1!rB«*^

0, ±B*a^.y McSRIStu »^^^5^©MW
^T^n^hD-^ 150, a^BfiJaa^-7 h 1

4

oxm^nmnmmmmmmt ixm^tmrn
t-^r 1 6 o> ata^-y h 1 zoic&oxmznrc
mmxiiL, mm<omiz^xmft%ftffi$X'tb

®.x'$>zttmmiiz=>L=.v n 8 0, mmmm
figa- 7 h 1 3 06^tti*Sftfeti«tt«H«H, m

h 1 8 0^5W*5ftfcWSe*f:*A*

i9o, B^figs 1 9 o*»5tB*«ftrc^ja

H«*iiflrHfwaaa->y k 1 4 oQtft&qmm
Kl 4 4*«*LTA*L5fflH«i:LT«3?r*«»
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7 Ofrtmf&ZtlTVi.

[0 069] fimffiASM 00«, 7^h*VFlO
1, C C D 1 0 2 6itf>f^-^7 7>f^ 1 0

3£lWctU 7>f Ftf^f H 1 0 1 OiSHSOlO^Ktt

Bra^xi 0 4*<fl*.&nTiJ!K s&r?*
77^<KJ:-3T^jS2nTV^^^-^7r^ 1 0

7tfjg£t2n, COCCDfitRSg?l 0 7iCli> 7'JX 10

2*1 0 8tfSte**lT^S. 7^ F#f Fl Oltt, £
^^X77^A(CJ;oT^$tlTl^afe7,£7^
Ftf-TF 1 0 1 A^tfEIStfy^r-'f'^cioTjg
jfiSft-Cl^Sfifittv-f h^r-Y F 1 0 1 BAWy F;l/S

flD^apicE«StiTV^7-r F#V F 1 0 1 Qffltfttjg

woi-yY 1 1 o^«i«nTv*. mmnk
gPl 0 0©5r|-gp{CjEH«tlTl/^CCD^-7;l/l 0 2

©«ai^H»a^-7 f i 4 otg^n,
-^77-yai 0 3<Dimimwi^-v f 1 2 o^sa 20

[0 0 7 0] Bfflar.^ H108, Sfeft J 1

septets 1 1 1> coefe^jgi i iicmtsm
ttfStSl l 2, g^ftftftfflOAiGXJ 2*S*

aNl^«#lx-+f 1 1 4*><fctf<:©C aNl^i
(*U-1f 1 1 4fc**]*«i&**«Bl 1 5%«*TV

[0 0 7 1 ] ji®n.--y H20tt, -f/->'77--f/'i

1 0 3**fc»LTA#Lfc8*6J 3fr5Bi&fo08S
4 2 0 nmWTO**IW** ? hf3S)ig 30

3aaot*7-f^6<iia*^t>«ti-f*{ktnfciae

7 -Hi/* 1 2 2, ZtOmO-O}/* 1 2 2^0^*5
7^;l/^0lsgHl 2 4, mk74h* 1 2 2£1$L
rectus fca i mmmftmmmtz c c di§&

IlF12 5, fcJ:tfiI<9CCDS#f£?l 2 5T*}f$!£

®S§l 2 6%dAT^«.
[0 0 7 2] ±IElBHE7<f/l/* l 2 2(iBl 0(C^t<fc

? £, iSl^430nm~730n nKDft£3§l£-£ 40

*l£1ff«7-f;l/* 1 22 Ail, ftft$i*4 3 0 nm~5
3 0nm©**3®iS^5»?ff«7-r;I/*l 2 2B£,

»fi»«7 5 0 nm-9 0 0nmO)t*2ill«*8 I R

fi?«7<r/l/* 1 2 2 Cfcfr£«j££ftTV5„ fi3S«7

^/V* 1 2 2 AfcL l£flWtt«B«tt»ffl07-f

mN?<tfr* 1 2 2 Bti, 8&3fiililttB188ift

ffl©7<r/I/*t?S0» I RHW7-fA'* 1 2 2C(i, I

RK»£!!SftH«8HMJ©7^1/*"T?**. £(013157

1 2 2«, afeftj limitsnr^stSK
(J, fi&ftj I Rflf*7-r>l/* 1 2 2 Ctf 50

$Pffl2 0 0 1-2 58 8 20
16

®7-{)lf 1 2 2 A*J:tfflflW(l7^;l/* 1 2 2 BtfSl

71 5 0KJ:oT7-<;l/^lHlgSll 2 4A^JS31^tlT

[0 0 7 3] C C DSflig? 1 2 5fi, 500X500
H*©***??*!), nyhn-5 1 5 0OMSK <fc

»> 1 mmmmmmtm^ m<»mm
L-z'ftobK mmmmmrzmat, is*3fe»>

COfcfc, «JtiB«%Jl«1-5IREU, aftHt±« l 0

0x10 0H^(DS^?i: Lxmt^o
[0 0 7 4] LOi^C, R»WLSffi^Sft5fc»,
1 ^mmmmmmmmmmt 500x500

H«**«-r5H*att 10 0X1 0 0H#g££3o
[0075] entt«Hfl^Aa-9 f 1 3 0(4, m
7-01$ 1 2 2*atTa««nA/DSESi@isi 26

jtH«, i£««S3tBfiMs«fetf 1 Rmmmm *
mtzwmzv 127, jjBzaaofi^Hfltno

1%, ^tortSH;:!E1tSftTi/^;l/>y* 7>y7r-7;l/

©ftfi#K8«LTtfi*rf5fiSt*»l 3 1, IRgj»

13 2, fe^fc»«f^i:K:S^^T«ilttt«B«%
^-r^fflnttttwwtjaw 133, «j:cfcoewtt

[0 0 7 6] Hfityt'J 1 2 7«, 0^*«SLrc

flf«7-f 1 2 2 A«fett+fcl»LfcttttlCfc^T

SSI 2 6CJ:oTT^*;HIKS«jnfl:0«ffitH«

1 2 2 B*^*CEfB«tlfc«!iJCfel>TafiJt

J 2«iSWLT]MbfeS)fflfllttA/D»akBKl 2

6 C±oTT'7*;MIK:ggi«nTl«S«^3tB«i: L

T»|H«^^WWCfl^«n«. Sfe, I R^
«7-f;l/* 1 2 2C*^*(cEff$nfc«ffi(CfeV^T

J 1 bTSft L^SM#»BWflltt A/D

S«!|5]SS l 2 6fcJ:-3TrS>*;HWc£tt£tiT 1 RS
mmmmt ix i Rsmi^BftiBH^t^^
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[oo7 7] B*pj«a-v M8oii, ±mmm
mmmmnm i s i , mmmmmm
§§ 1 8 ziszis i m%smmmmM%.mu±<DK

m%mmmtzmn%mm\%.m 1 8 4 , i

[0 0 7 8] HftdJfflS 1 9 Ott, fflMtttBflMty

1 3 4£mmnKmm®»tm®m®**:V

[0079] ita^an-y m 4 o«> c c Da
fiNR-? 1 0 7 ?aHfc£tifeB<fefl9ZrVZMttZ A

/Dsmiaisi 4 2, rVZMtznrcMnmmm
tZMft®®** 1) 14 3, l^B^^U 14 3*^
mtmmnmim^xsumm^mi 9o&t>a 20

[0 0 8 0] ixr. iwmmczzftftto&x&ma 0

[0081] m,mmm$ 0 oKtsi^m a^a

tzmmzztiz&vmtfTVo wzmwszifi 30

yots 1 1 1 fr<b%mx*&%ftmyt&$ts&m; j

i*%ta«n*o a&ftj i»» 1^x1 1 3^jilt
efeft^-f h K 1 0 1 AKA3*U F*l$SiJ?A$©

ftiSl 0 OASTi^nfci, Mll/VXl 0 4*>5

[008.2] 4f*amicj:-3Tfi»«nfcafe3tj 1

©sw^j atmuyxi 0 sKjoTSytsn* x

7W ;P^^ILTCCDSi!ll^ 1 0 7±KlS{ft2fUt

««ns. c c dshs#? i o nc^rmmnm

.ffift«ftfcti, amwi^^y 1 4 3K#ssft5. 1
*tH«**y 1 4 3K«#s*i/"ca#Hfl»i, ertfi

'

l 6 Oic&oX^Wm&tLXgTriZtiZo ±E
-jlOftffttx nyha-5 1 5 0KJ:oT»JW«n

[ 0 0 8 3 3 ±f2£f*ffl!8 1 C<fco T£0*£ 50

#182 0 0 1 -2 5 8 8 2 0

18

fti/^Xi 0 6t «fc 9i^ftfcifi*$i*&strSfe)t

J 10K»)tJ 5 -f*-5>77-r/M 0 3©SIK
A*fU -f*-$>77-Wl 0 3^1SUTl^yXl 2

0(87*W 1 2 2<DI R*jf«7^;l>* 1 2 2CfcSii

LTC C DJWSJtF 1 2 5±fc*s«;£ft3o

[0 0 8 43 I R?U*7*;l/*l 2 2Ctt, ttftff*7

5 0 nm~9 0 0 nm©)tO*i&2jB**S/^ K'U
7^;l/^*OT, EltttJ 5#I RflJ«7*>l/* 1 2 2

c %5£flfs fc, s»#^o*^atH^nc C DJi&

1 2 5±(ct± i RH»,rao»*^i«ns„
[00 8 53 CCDffifiiffl 2 5±fc6«?tlll»2

l 2 6t.toTT^*;Wi^lcSSI$nfeft, Bfitf*

•J 1 2 7 © I R£IHM^BttetttiK£fi&?tiS.
[0 0 8 63 a««%lHH-*^H«:o^TKW

T«Kl 1 5^Bft«n, G aNS^Bttl/—«f 1 1 4

*^SS4 1 OnmOEbfiftJ 2tf»lH«tl*. ffliStt

J 2(i, UyX 1 1 6 fcfflLTfilfift^ hJM K 1 0

1 BKAWU rtfcfcfflA&OSBS 1 0 0 A

rai^x i o 4 *abT^«ciat i cifttJT

[0 0 8 73 a&Tt j 2OMW«S(tT£M0l 1 ft*

5

tlT>f*-5>77-r* 1 0 3<05fe*SlcXltU y-s?
77^A1 0 3%fi»LTl/>Xl 2 StCiot*^^
ti, fflS3t*y )l$ 1 2 1 £lLT[HiSE7-i';l'*

1 2 2©/£fl«*7-<
,

/l'#l ZZk£9Mi&74b*\ 2

2Bfc*«^«F»fJLTaat5o
[0 0 883 J£^«7^;l/^ 1 2 2 AfciMLfcffifcb

zxs&mjjfr* 1 2 2 B*»iucibtttt, newt
^fJLTCCDS«8R?l 2 5KJ:oTS)t«n, )t«

«»snrc», e-vmmuczi 5 x 5H^5>©
fiTODSsnrn^ffisn, a/d^si@ki 2 6t
<totf^;Hi#Cg«*n« o r-7^ ;HS#fca»

U 1 2 7<D/£^S^Ii^!H1iSI«fcJ:0:^«^ii

U^t7=S: ? c t e <fc 0 3@tUK«DSv^mft«rtRM < $

SK*WL*tT-3fc«^© 10 0X10

[00893 wt, tmmmfctzm&co^xm
wtZo tt, mmmmm^~y h 1 3 o<om
»spi 3 im H*^*y 1 2 7tE«$nr^s*
*«^tH« iEflf*^3tlB« *A7J U»

*LT««{tieBltt*«*, ^46feMSSi5l 3 lrtJC

Ett«nTv^fe;l/y^7y7
,T-7;l/€r#ISbTJS*



19

tcgau ®mm 100x10 omMfrz 500x5

coo9o] jmebjvvi 3 2m mmzv 1 2 7

<d 1 mmmmimmmcmznT^z 1 rs
MWfii^ll^&iliMt'J 1 2 7 ©rtgptiaii

SnTi/^Hg/l/y 77y7T-7;l/%#5$LT&iIiSl

[009 1] ffi^tt^ii^figgp 1 3 3(i> ±mm%

mmt^o 1 3 4{cE@^n5 0

[0092] H^Ma- h 1 8 oiszmm
1 9 ovmizo^TmwtZo

[0 0 9 3] A/Dg$I°IS§l 2 6 E^oTrv^Hg

{ife.fct/I RSW#^jSt(i, ±Kii#^tU 1 2 7 20

izktiiEtiztmc, zn?mmfemmmim 1 8

K ta»JSIBTOJ^i§ 1 8 2, fc<l;0't-/^7n-

[0094] framijgRHW&K 1 8

1

flfWffitHftfe.fctrtrajBSiisHJpJsa 1 8 2ea*s

mtMBfijetti 8 1 feitftaiiiosKiBWSs 1 8 2

fciatstiTi^s. 30

[0 0 9 5] T !ftrtJl&glI9 0 Ofcffl^T

a«rta^iiortaaffxwoitJS 1

0

* D x UtgSSH 9 0 0 tci o T£tt©fi«tt#*
WDt«ffl«tjfc« 1 0 0 A«8ifi**

*©ffi^att)fcrtffia®B 9 0 0 OfiUfCcfc o TtF^6 2

[0 0 9 6] LkifoXs m®ftk&<D9t9& 1 0 0 A

«n*«*o»©ai*iBitfc«^ct4» « i o o a

tu C Ol!W«W:iE«C£#Oiailtt«*««t* C £

[0 0 9 7] COlBffaiB«*3£li>*fcii>0«3£ffltt»

waio*<ic*oTEiiriBiii:«g«nT^*mja6 50

2001-258820
20

at>%, cojasfiit. rt««»A»ojysi ooa*

[0 0 9 8] £»iJ£§BB¥iJ£3§ 1 8 1 CEttSftTV

$430nm~530n m©S3t©^ttJtaffl LT3<*!>

mm^m<btimmm 3 0 nm~7 3 0 nm©

± oTJC1|f«^3tB«KfettSW«ai€«iaoi8ISi*%

[ 0 0 9 9 ] *-A-7 nH>J£8 1 8 3 ickt)

ttifc I R5«#!BJl6H«ttC<OEI*#8i3til«fi!)ttaj

mt. i mmmm&mmzmmwmo)

n*-/<-7a-wea 1 8 3 tEitsnTv^,
[0 10 0] tftto^ Wfci-y V 1 2 0fr5Ui*2

ft3 I RES*#BS3fcH«*£*Miftt, C C DffiSfg?

1 2 5fr5>atfl2ft3 I RE»«KttBB*S*7*n
^W&A/Dgg« 1 2 6{c<fcoTT~7*;Mltcg

»tfct)©T-fe5ft^ COA/D^IHS§^A^tfc7

ffiW± t& 9 > r ^*;Uffi7J*« Lfcffl i:*o fc t £
Kit, *oH*fis«aiE«K4ftoei«tttt%«^-rs

t}<Dmm<m<Dmmm-3<mmk uts»6*i
5o W*tf i oe-yhOA/D$BlilB*ffl^5S#fi:

ti®filffl« 1 0 2 4 k&$©T\ 21fl!)ffi^*-/<-7U

-JpJSSl 8 3<D^ffikLT^fe&nSo
[o i o i ] ii i t*t*5tc. mmmfemm
SS18K W^iJ^SSfflfJ^tl 1 8 2, **tf*-^
-70-JpJ^ffil 8 3(C<toT, znzivDmfcm&
HLTWISnfcHfSWflWU K U2, U3^r#tyl

{HH K H 2, H 3 tt, SSgJtfBSWjaS 1 8 4 (CA
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$mmmsi 1 8 a t^x^wcmn^mn
mwmim%%m®>i-*v 1 8 steitsft*.

[0 10 2] Htt&j££l 9 o«> JMTSftfflbt^U

1 8 5icia«^nr^5i^^ii©{fi»if^tv e
mvm®**v 1 3 4fcB»«ftTv>*fflitt*w*

k*A*U 01 2KSt*9K*7-*^tlSlB«

[0 10 3] £jaSftfc£jSH«ttH«£jS8 1 9 0*
6lb*«*U e-rtfl^ffS^lelK 1 4 4£A*l2ft*o 10

*ifc±E-&/KH«tt, Wift*-* 1 7 0K£*SftS o

±IB-3©iSfftt, nyhu-71 5 Ote«J:orfflfPS

ft*o

[0 1 0 4] £43, ±Eer*fi^84Htt 1 4 4tt,

[0 10 5] ±!B0£5fc^Sftfc£jSiii»0fettS

«fcS)iasfix ?%b%%.#im(ommtzmu - 20

[0 10 6] 2 5C, UB0J:5K:f!M**-* 1 7 otc

tt«0ft£*frfc3 C fctfrt* 0 30

[0 10 7]$ft, SjjgftJ 20)7fejii:LT, GaNl
1 1 2*flJ^fcfc«>, gfttM^fcftSifc

«kt>as3t%!aiw*«:k*«'et«. £ft> aejto$
g£\ 4 1 0nmi:LftftJ6, £{fcB* 1 *5»*&<

[0 10 8] 34*. JJ3B1«tt81M*mv&ftfe0

ST, I RS##8ajtH«OH*Ofi*fffili^CW 0

STTfflttt*H«*ff*U-CtJ:V\ 40

[0 10 9] £ft, flif&KBftftj&i-y H30K
wsmftmofMtt. &ir ttfesassi 3

1

t 5*Sfl*ttttM*fl^«£ffas < > fe^s

l 3 l fcffl^ffc, !MiH«S%HftOHXOfi«l£V
*(MB1ffl^#lSt*ii*otfTISWtT#a6fctej!IMS

i RmmmmmmmmMirmmm
mmmmm&o)*; tvm^it, wsftm so

#P»12 001-258820
22

1 90tC<J:?T

[o i i o] z ft, ±tE&B»©»©ffi©Wi£ft

2{g{bLT2ffi3iS£€*;: fcfcT?£5U ±!M©
&H*0«fc*Rfii:tTai!>3T*t

i:fcj:01«bfeft*fctt«a©«fl:fc trass**

[0 111] $fc,.H*Mlfc*-'S'h 1 8 0(C<fcorS

*5ti*HjlS!fS«a, &B1 Cf&fri3ig2©:rai

iM<i, K«#fiS)tii«r** i RKMMgJMtO

*^t>-&r**fcfc©r*^rt«t<, SftWaiSSB

»#!S3t05SfiKSr3^rSlfi8iB«*£«>T t> «fc v\

£fcgftg)tf8tt«£&l 8 4KJ:^r£«>5n*Stt

[0 112] $ft, Mt&rtffil 9 0(C£«&NH&KH
«^©SfifSJtiH«o^ia*, ^Hff^^ihSistt
r^trv^*i:t{co*fT*v\ llt-^ 1 7 o±
K4#o®ltttt3W±iiti: tr^ssnr^* tz
Ktt»tt5WWB*^s?n**«, em**-* 1 7 o±

*, it?Mitmmtmmmt(Dmmimmmm^

[0 1 1 3] 3: ft, 01 3£j*"f,fc5£!3tertffla*8H

S)t{g«*a^s*ft < ft^t t ctt, mvm^ 7

isw^a^sn^i^E-rsiifcfcr-t*.

sn, c<oi^fi^x^LftWt^§§i 90 a,

mmfammmsm 1 9 0 fr$&jmmt trtB

*?ti*«fc3c-r*<ii:ferf *. ftfe,

•^A^Lftnyhn-^ 1 5 OttBiMUjeaiy h 1 8

04WJWU h 1 8 OTfrftbhT^*

[0 1 1 4] $ft, 1 7 0±Kg^S*l*S



(13) ^200 1 -2 5 8 8 2 0

23 24

m%mm%mmm%mmm*% % * ? t l [03] ^sgssao^Bgifr5*^ ^ v>?m*<<

[0115] «mnai{Hwm *-/<-7n [04] £SM%mi«mQo«TEi»?TBMt«

1-«tt*0«lltnXmH*#ffiTfTofc»), <ktfEIOUWt«Zm (c) ***H
8*%%*UT, aSfcH**lll9K*TJt(S*fT45J: [06] m»ZSte&t>i£&m<Dltm
5Kf5ci:t»T?t6. B«tB5l^fe«^4ifCtt, 10 [07] S^rftSfllltttfBftQmfc^H
3fi«©W5^£KJ:9ffl£^*fUtf<fcv\, $fc* 3 [08] £ft®Z k««Hftt«ttO^OW«^-r

Z. t felflf , ffi£*fT4oT^aiMH«0*j^*1$£ [09] fg 1 a^0£aBtc£3£ftrt&ft£«0«»&
©fiT?gjfor5J:?fc*ftti\ aBLT^5«B«*W« $$0

[01 0] B^Y** <D*lifiS**l8

to 1 1 6] s it. Mnn*t£ism*tit< m*- ram *h»ommiMoiftawc * on&gft
^160 1 7 0 ttm-fca^-rsjeiBi: h
ftoTV>*ift 1 oo«*Ei#±KSI«*«wr*J: [01 2] tB«Stt«ii«+tSSS3t»««^**«

<mKX.ii. »B»fc»±B*fc©W*fcraJI!S*Ti 20 [0i 3] gft3^«0^fc#g*fc£?»-e!S»>

[0 1 1 7] tfc. G a N&¥*<*U-^fc=fctf6feft 1

1 1

1 2

1 3

[0 118] iiHtH«8i«ffl€)CCDafl*?l 1 4 @ig7-i';l/#

0 7 *t)trtffla©ftias» 1 0 0 A(ci«-r«$tt4»g 1 5

HfcLfctf* >r^-s?77-f/^ffl^Sci:KJ:»)aM» 1 6

30 1 7
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* NOTICES *

JPO and INPIT are not responsible for any
damages caused by the use of this translation.

1 .This document has been translated by computer. So the translation may not reflect the original

precisely.

2 **** shows the word which can not be translated.

3.In the drawings, any words are not translated.

CLAIMS

[Claim(s)]

[Claim l]The 1st fluorescent image obtained by detecting a fluorescence shown from a body

tissue which received an exposure of excitation light in a specific wavelength area, By the

operation based on a reflective reference beam picture acquired by detecting a reflective

reference beam reflected by said body tissue which received an exposure of the 2nd fluorescent

image or a reference beam obtained by detecting said fluorescence in a different wavelength area

from said specific wavelength area. In a fluorescent image display method which creates an

organization description picture showing organization description of said body tissue which

amended distance to said body tissue, and displays this organization description picture, About

each imaging range included in said organization description picture. [ whether this field is an

unusual light-receiving field which received light volume beyond default value, and ] Or a

fluorescent image display method judging whether it is the normal light-receiving field which

received light volume of less than said default value based on either of said each picture, and

expressing said unusual light-receiving field as a different gestalt from said normal light-

receiving field.

[Claim 2]The 1 st fluorescent image obtained by detecting a fluorescence shown from a body

tissue which received an exposure of excitation light characterized by comprising the following

in a specific wavelength area, By the operation based on a reflective reference beam picture

acquired by detecting a reflective reference beam reflected by said body tissue which received an

exposure of the 2nd fluorescent image or a reference beam obtained by detecting said

fluorescence in a different wavelength area from said specific wavelength area. A fluorescent

image display device which creates an organization description picture showing organization

description of said body tissue which amended distance to said body tissue, and displays this

organization description picture.

A judging means which judges whether it is the unusual light-receiving field where this field

received light volume beyond default value, or it is the normal light-receiving field which

received light volume of less than said default value about each imaging range included in said

organization description picture based on either of said each picture.

An abnormality area displaying means which displays said unusual light-receiving field with a

different gestalt from said normal light-receiving field according to an output of this judging
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means.

[Claim 3]The fluorescent image display device according to claim 2, wherein said default value

is defined based on intensity of a reflective reference beam which shows existence of regular

reflection light in said reflective reference beam picture.

[Claim 4]The fluorescent image display device according to claim 2, wherein said default value

is defined based on a limit of said detection in either of said each picture.

[Claim 5]The fluorescent image display device according to claim 2, wherein said default value

is defined based on a limit of an effective measuring range in either of said each picture.

[Claim 6]A fluorescent image display device of five given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2 being

what said abnormality area displaying means displays said unusual light-receiving field as with a

gestalt from which said normal light-receiving field differs only when said organization

description picture is displayed as a still picture.

[Claim 7]A fluorescent image display device of six given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2,

wherein said organization description picture is a thing showing a fluorescence yield.

[Claim 8]A fluorescent image display device of six given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2,

wherein said organization description picture is a thing showing standardization fluorescence

intensity.

[Claim 9]Claims 4 and 6 being those by which it is obtained when at least one of said each

pictures detects light in photoelectricity with an image sensor, and a limit of said detection is

equivalent to a saturation value of an output of said image sensor, or a fluorescent image display

device given in 7 paragraphs.

[Claim 10]Default value based on a limit of said effective measuring range, Prescribed distance

by detection of a fluorescence shown by exposure of said excitation light to said distant normal

tissue from this normal tissue. Claims 5 and 6 characterized by what is provided in average value

of at least one detection value of said 1st obtained fluorescent image and said 2nd fluorescent

image based on a value adding a value showing variation in this detection value, or a fluorescent

image display device given in 7 paragraphs.

[Claim 1 ljSaid abnormality area displaying means carries out the colored presentation of said

unusual light-receiving field, when the monochrome display of said normal light-receiving field

is carried out, A fluorescent image display device of ten given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2

being that to which the monochrome display of said unusual light-receiving field is carried out

when the colored presentation of said normal light-receiving field is carried out.

[Claim 12]A fluorescent image display device of 1 1 given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2,

wherein said abnormality area displaying means is what blinks a display of said unusual light-

receiving field.

[Claim 13]A fluorescent image display device of 12 given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2

provided with a display switching means which changes a display of said unusual light-receiving

field, and un-displaying manually.

[Claim 14]A fluorescent image display device of 13 given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2 being

an endoscope apparatus which has an endoscope inserting part which said fluorescent image

display device inserts in the living body.

[Claim 1 5]A fluorescent image display device of 14 given in any 1 paragraph from claim 2

which is provided with a light source which ejects said excitation light, and is characterized by

this light source being a semiconductor laser of a GaN system.
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[Detailed Description of the Invention]

[0001]

[Field of the Invention]This invention relates to the fluorescent image display method and device

which display the picture which expresses a living body's organization description based on the

fluorescence shown by the exposure of excitation light from the body tissue.

[0002]

[Description of the Prior ArtjConventionally, by irradiating a body tissue with excitation light,

the autofluorescence generated from this body tissue is detected as a picture, and the device

which observes a living body's organization description is known. For example, the intensity of

the fluorescence which irradiated the body tissue in the abdominal cavity with excitation light

with a wavelength of about 410 nm, and was generated from the body tissue by the exposure of

this excitation light, The intensity of the about 480-nm wavelength area in the fluorescence yield

expressed with a ratio with the intensity of the excitation light which this body tissue received,

and the fluorescence generated by the exposure of excitation light, The endoscope apparatus

which observes a living body's organization description by the picture created based on the

standardization fluorescence intensity expressed with a ratio with the intensity of the wavelength

area covering 430 nm - 730 nm is proposed.

[0003]The above-mentioned fluorescence yield is an index which performs discernment from

diseased tissue and normal tissue based on the intensity of the autofluorescence generated from

normal tissue becoming higher than the intensity of the autofluorescence generated from

diseased tissue, when a living body's normal tissue and diseased tissue receive the excitation

light of the same intensity.

Since this fluorescence yield is a value expressed with the ratio of the light-receiving intensity of

the excitation light in the same part under test, and the luminescence intensity of the

autofluorescence generated by light-receiving of this excitation light, It can use as a stable index

showing the organization description of the living body which is not influenced by distance, an

angle, etc. with a part under test of the body tissue which receives the exposure of the projection

points and excitation light which irradiate with excitation light.

[0004] Since it is difficult to measure directly the intensity of the excitation light which the body

tissue received in actually asking for a fluorescence yield, With the intensity of light (it is

henceforth called a reflective reference beam) reflected by the body tissue which received the

exposure of the reference beam which has a wavelength area which cannot be easily absorbed by

body tissues, such as a near infrared, it substitutes for the intensity of the excitation light which

said body tissue received, and is asking for the fluorescence yield.

[0005]Namely, although a fluorescence yield is a value calculated based on the ratio of the

intensity of the fluorescence generated from the body tissue which received the exposure of

excitation light, and the intensity of the excitation light in which the body tissue received the

exposure, Based on the ratio of the intensity of the fluorescence generated as an approximate

value of a fluorescence yield from the body tissue which received the exposure of excitation light,

and the intensity of a reflective reference beam reflected by the body tissue which received the

exposure of the reference beam, the value of the fluorescence yield is calculated approximately.

[0006]On the other hand, standardization fluorescence intensity is an index which performs

discernment from normal tissue and diseased tissue based on the shape of the spectrum of the
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fluorescence generated from the normal tissue and diseased tissue of the living body which

received the exposure of excitation light differing in an about 480-nm wavelength area.

It is an index which is not influenced by distance, an angle, etc. with a part under test of the body

tissue which receives the exposure of the projection points and excitation light which irradiate

with excitation light like a fluorescence yield.

[0007] Thus, a living body's organization description is observed using the organization

description picture which created the organization description in the abdominal cavity in the

endoscope apparatus etc. which are observed as a picture using indices, such as the above-

mentioned fluorescence yield and standardization fluorescence intensity.

[0008]When it is going to create the picture showing the above-mentioned fluorescence yield

and a body tissue is irradiated with a reference beam, with the membrane and blood which have

covered the body tissue, specular reflexion (regular reflection) of the reference beam is carried

out, this catoptric light (regular reflection light) spreads a detecting optical path, and direct

detection may be carried out. The field of the body tissue which this regular reflection light

produced is detected as a very high luminescent spot of the luminosity which does not express

the intensity of the excitation light which the body tissue received, and the picture showing an

exact fluorescence yield is not acquired from this field. Therefore, a method of removing the

influence by this regular reflection light is desired.

[0009]A body tissue is irradiated with the light made into linear polarization via the polarizing

filter as the general method, By picturizing via the optical system which has arranged the

polarizing filter so that it may be on an image pick-up-light reflected by this body tissue side

with arrangement of cross Nicol, the method which removes the regular reflection light where

the polarization direction of the irradiated light is saved is known. A body tissue is irradiated

with the light made into linear polarization via the polarizing filter, The method which reduces

the luminosity of the regular reflection light which makes rotate an analyzer and is received

when the luminosity of the light which was reflected by this body tissue and received by the

image sensor exceeds a constant level, and two or more pictures containing regular reflection

light are picturized, The corresponding points on those pictures are detected and the method etc.

which perform image processing which combines a picture so that the luminescent spot by
regular reflection light may not be conspicuous are proposed.

[0010]

[Problem(s) to be Solved by the Invention]However, when it is going to create and display the

picture which expresses this living body's organization description based on the difference in the

intensity of the fluorescence generated from the body tissue. Since it will become a very big

problem if it displays as a picture by which a living body's organization description will be

observed accidentally, it is insufficient just to have processed the picture so that the influence of

regular reflection light might not only be conspicuous like the above-mentioned method.

[001 l]For example, when it is going to display a living body's organization description using a

fluorescence yield, a strong high reflective reference beam will be detected from the field of the

body tissue in which regular reflection of the reference beam was carried out, and this field will

be recognized as a field which received excitation light with high intensity. In this case, the

intensity of the generated fluorescence and the intensity of the reflective reference beam which

was detected from that field and by which regular reflection was carried out are not unrelated to

each other from that field, and the body tissue of that field did not necessarily receive excitation

light with high intensity actually.
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[0012]To this problem, weaken the intensity of regular reflection light by inserting a polarizing

filter in the incident light path of an image sensor, or, Only by making a luminescent spot not

conspicuous by image processing, the above-mentioned problem does not fully improve and the

picture which is used in order to observe a living body's organization description under the

influence of regular reflection light and whose reliance is fully possible is not acquired.

[0013]The problem which the field which cannot express a living body's organization description

correctly produces in this way, It generates, also when measurement is performed across the

detection limit of a measuring device, or the limit of an effective measuring range, This kind of

technical problem is a technical problem common to the fluorescence (drugs fluorescence)

generated when the fluorescence (autofluorescence) generated when a body tissue is irradiated

with excitation light, and the body tissue which made fluorescent diagnosis medicine absorb,

beforehand are irradiated with excitation light.

[00 14]When correspondence with a living body's organization description included in the picture

showing a living body's organization description specifies an inaccurate field in light of the

above-mentioned circumstances, this invention, It aims at providing the fluorescent image

display method and device which can observe a reliable living body's organization description.

[0015]

[Means for Solving the Problem]The 1st fluorescent image obtained when a fluorescent image

display method of this invention detected a fluorescence shown from a body tissue which

received an exposure of excitation light in a specific wavelength area, By the operation based on

a reflective reference beam picture acquired by detecting a reflective reference beam reflected by

body tissue which received an exposure of the 2nd fluorescent image or a reference beam
obtained by detecting fluorescence in a different wavelength area from said specific wavelength

area. In a fluorescent image display method which creates an organization description picture

which amended distance to a body tissue, and displays this organization description picture,

About each imaging range included in an organization description picture. [ whether these fields

are unusual light-receiving fields which received light volume beyond default value, and ] Or

based on either of each picture, it judges whether it is the normal light-receiving field which

received light volume of less than default value, and an unusual light-receiving field is displayed

with a different gestalt from a normal light-receiving field.

[0016]This invention a fluorescent image display device of this invention, The 1st fluorescent

image obtained by detecting a fluorescence shown from a body tissue which received an

exposure of excitation light in a specific wavelength area, By the operation based on a reflective

reference beam picture acquired by detecting a reflective reference beam reflected by body tissue

which received an exposure of the 2nd fluorescent image or a reference beam obtained by

detecting said fluorescence in a different wavelength area from said specific wavelength area. An
organization description picture which amended distance to a body tissue is created, and a

fluorescent image display device which displays this organization description picture is

characterized by comprising the following:

A judging means which judges whether it is the unusual light-receiving field where these fields

received light volume beyond default value, or it is the normal light-receiving field which

received light volume of less than default value about each imaging range included in an

organization description picture based on either of each picture.

An abnormality area displaying means which displays an unusual light-receiving field with a

different gestalt from a normal light-receiving field according to an output of this judging means.
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[0017]That is, a method and a device by this invention displayed an unusual light-receiving field

without reliability which received light volume beyond default value by a method distinguishable

from a normal field.

[001 8]It is appropriate for said default value to be set based on a limit of detection in intensity of

a reflective reference beam which shows existence of regular reflection light in a reflective

reference beam picture, and either of said each picture, and a limit of an effective measuring

range in either of said each picture.

[0019]Said abnormality area displaying means shall express an unusual light-receiving field as a

different gestalt from a normal light-receiving field, only when an organization description

picture is displayed as a still picture.

[0020]As for said organization description picture, it is preferred to express a fluorescence yield

or standardization fluorescence intensity.

[0021]When at least one of said each pictures detects light in photoelectricity with an image

sensor and it is obtained, a limit of said detection shall be equivalent to a saturation value of an

output of an image sensor.

[0022] Default value based on a limit of said effective measuring range, It is appropriate to be

provided in average value of at least one [ which was obtained by detection of a fluorescence

shown by exposure of excitation light to normal tissue distant / prescribed distance / from this

normal tissue ] detection value of the 1st fluorescent image and the 2nd fluorescent image based

on a value adding a value showing variation in this detection value.

[0023] Said abnormality area displaying means carries out the colored presentation of the unusual

light-receiving field, when the monochrome display of the normal light-receiving field is carried

out, and when the colored presentation of the normal light-receiving field is carried out, the

monochrome display of the unusual light-receiving field can be carried out, and it can distinguish

and display it. Or an unusual light-receiving field is blinked again and it may be made to display.

[0024] Said fluorescent image display device is good also as a thing provided with a display

switching means which changes a display of an unusual light-receiving field, and un-displaying

manually.

[0025]Said fluorescent image display device can be used as an endoscope apparatus which has

an endoscope inserting part inserted in the living body.

[0026]A light source of said excitation light is good also as a semiconductor laser of a GaN
system. As for an oscillation wavelength of a semiconductor laser of a GaN system, it is

preferred that it is the range of 400 to 420 nm.

[0027]An effective measuring range means a range etc. which can observe correctly a body

tissue which is defined based on performance etc. of an optical system which a fluorescent image

display device has, and is defined with depth of field of an optical system, etc.

[0028]Prescribed distance is in an effective measuring range, and means distance when a body

tissue is approached most.

[0029]A gestalt means a color, a form, a pattern, existence of blink, etc., for example.

[0030]Each imaging range included in an organization description picture means a field of a

pixel contained in an organization description picture, or a field in which two or more pixels

gathered.

[003 l]The fluorescence yield does not necessarily need to be the value calculated with
M
a ratio of

intensity of fluorescence generated from a body tissue which received an exposure of excitation

light, and intensity of excitation light which this body tissue received", and may be the value

calculated approximately by using an alternative light etc. A value for which the above-
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mentioned approximation target was asked will also be called a fluorescence yield.

[0032]

[Effect of the InventionJAccording to the fluorescent image display method and device of this

invention, the 1 st fluorescent image, The organization description picture which expresses the

organization description of a body tissue by the operation based on the 2nd fluorescent image or

reflective reference beam picture is created, Since the unusual light-receiving field which

received the light volume beyond default value was displayed with a different gestalt from the

normal light-receiving field which received the light volume of less than default value in

displaying this organization description picture, The normal light-receiving field where

correspondence with the unusual light-receiving field and a living body's organization

description it became inaccurate corresponding with a living body's organization description

since the light volume beyond default value was received is exact is easily discriminable, Since

only a normal light-receiving field can be made into an observing object, a reliable living body's

organization description is observable.

[0033] Set based on the intensity of the reflective reference beam which shows existence of

regular reflection light [ in / for default value / a reflective reference beam picture ], or, If it sets

based on the limit of the detection in either of said each picture or sets based on the limit of the

effective measuring range in either of said each picture, an unusual light-receiving field can be

appointed more correctly.

[0034]If an unusual light-receiving field shall be displayed as a different gestalt from a normal

light-receiving field only when displaying an organization description picture for an abnormality

area displaying means as a still picture, For example, after making it display as video, without

displaying an unusual light-receiving field while looking for the part of the living body which

becomes an observing object and discovering an observation object part, in order to observe the

details of the organization description, only when displaying organization description as a still

picture, an unusual light-receiving field can be displayed. That is, since the display of an unusual

light-receiving field does not go into a view while the observer is looking for the observation

object part and a living body's organization description is not observed, an observer's burden is

eased. While looking for the observation object part, it is not necessary to perform high-speed

data processing and to display an unusual (as video) light-receiving field in real time, and the

burden of devices, such as a microprocessor and a memory, is also eased.

[0035]If a fluorescence yield or standardization fluorescence intensity shall be expressed for said

organization description picture, more reliable organization description is observable. That is,

since it is known that a fluorescence yield and standardization fluorescence intensity are the

values reflecting the living body's organization description, the organization description of the

living body it is more reliable to have made the organization description picture approximate

with a fluorescence yield, and to search for it is observable.

[0036]It is obtained when at least one of said each pictures detects light in photoelectricity with

an image sensor, and if it shall be equivalent to the saturation value of the output of an image

sensor in the limit of this detection, default value becomes clear and an unusual light-receiving

field can be appointed more correctly.

[0037]The default value based on the limit of an effective measuring range, If provided in the

average value of at least one [ which was obtained by detection of the fluorescence shown by the

exposure of the excitation light to the normal tissue distant / prescribed distance / from normal

tissue ] detection value of the 1 st fluorescent image and the 2nd fluorescent image based on the

value adding the value showing the variation in this detection value, The default value of an
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effective measuring range is calculated statistically, and an unusual light-receiving field can be

appointed more correctly.

[0038]When the monochrome display of the normal light-receiving field is carried out in the

abnormality area displaying means, the colored presentation of the unusual light-receiving field

is carried out, If the monochrome display of the unusual light-receiving field shall be carried out

or the display of an unusual light-receiving field shall be blinked when the colored presentation

of the normal light-receiving field is carried out, an unusual light-receiving field can be

identified more certainly.

[003 9] If it should have the display switching means which changes the display of an unusual

light-receiving field, and un-displaying for a fluorescent image display device manually, a living

body's organization description can be displayed so that it may be easier to observe an observer.

[0040] If it is considered as the endoscope apparatus which has an endoscope inserting part which

inserts a fluorescent image display device in the living body, the inside of a living body can be

observed more easily.

[0041]A device can be miniaturized and low-cost-ized if the light source of excitation light is

used as the semiconductor laser of a GaN system.

[0042]

[Embodiment of the Invention] Hereafter, the concrete embodiment of this invention is described

using a drawing. Drawing 1 is a figure showing the outline composition of a 1st embodiment of

the fluorescent endoscope system which applied to the endoscope the fluorescent image display

device which enforces the fluorescent image display method of this invention.

[0043]The fluorescent endoscope system 800 by a 1st embodiment of this invention, The

fluorescent image data Dk which is the 1st fluorescent image obtained by detecting the

fluorescence shown from the body tissue 1 which received the exposure of the excitation light Le

in a specific wavelength area, By the operation based on the reflective reference beam image

data Dn which is the reflective reference beam picture acquired by detecting the reflective

reference beam reflected by the body tissue 1 which received the exposure of the reference beam
Ln. Organization description image data DD showing the organization description of the body

tissue 1 which amended the distance to the body tissue 1 which is an organization description

picture is created. In displaying this organization description image data DD, about each imaging

range included in organization description image data DD. . [ whether these imaging ranges are

unusual light-receiving fields which received the light volume beyond default value, and ] Or

based on reflective reference beam either the fluorescent image data Dk which is said each

picture, i.e., the 1st fluorescent image, or the image data which is reflective reference beam
pictures Dn, the regular-reflection-light field recognition machine 41 which is a judging means

judges whether it is the normal light-receiving field which received the light volume of less than

default value. According to the output of the regular-reflection-light field recognition machine 41

which is this judging means, the organization description picture composing device 45 which is

an abnormality area displaying means expresses an unusual light-receiving field as a different

gestalt from a normal light-receiving field. The above-mentioned default value is defined based

on the intensity of the reflective reference beam which shows existence of the regular reflection

light in the reflective reference beam image data Dn, and the unusual light-receiving field which

received the light volume beyond default value is judged as a regular-reflection-light field.

[0044]The body tissue 1 is irradiated with the above-mentioned fluorescent endoscope system

800 via the irradiation light fiber 21 which mentions later the light ejected from the light source

unit 100 provided with the light source which ejects the light of two mutually different
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wavelength areas, and the light source unit 100, With the body tissue 1 which received the

exposure of such lights. With the endoscope unit 200 and the endoscope unit 200 which picturize

the image (it is henceforth called the fluorescence image Zk) by the fluorescence generated from

the image (it is henceforth called the catoptric light image Zh) and the body tissue 1 by the

reflected catoptric light. The catoptric light image Zh and the fluorescence image Zk which were

picturized are changed into the two-dimensional image data constituted by the digital value. The

two-dimensional image data which performs the judgment of the operation based on the two-

dimensional image data outputted from the relay unit 300 to output and the relay unit 300 and a

regular-reflection-light field, and expresses a living body's organization description is obtained,

It has the arithmetic unit 400 which has the above-mentioned regular-reflection-light field

recognition machine 41 and the organization description picture composing device 45 which

change this two-dimensional image data into a video signal, and output it.

[0045]The excitation light source 12 which ejects the white light source 1 1 which ejects the

white light Lw which contains the wavelength of the light of a near infrared region with a

wavelength of about 780 nm and the wavelength of the light of a visible region in the light

source unit 100, and the excitation light Le with a wavelength of410 nm is allocated, The white

light Lw ejected from the white light source 1 1, The turnable filter 14 which two or more filters

with the different wavelength penetration characteristic were combined with one, and was

attached to the principal axis of the motor 13, After it penetrates the dichroic mirror 15 which

penetrates the light of the wavelength area which reflects the light of a wavelength area of410

nm or less, and exceeds 410 nm and being condensed by the condenser 16, it enters into the end

face 21a of the irradiation light fiber 21. On the other hand, it is condensed by the condenser 16

and the excitation light Le ejected from the excitation light source 12 enters into the end face 21a

of an irradiation light fiber, after being reflected by the reflective mirror 17 and the dichroic

mirror 15.

[0046]The NIR filter with which the turnable filter 14 makes only the light of a near-infrared

wavelength area penetrate as shown in drawing 2 , R filter which makes only the light of a red

wavelength area penetrate, G filter which makes only the light of a green wavelength area

penetrate, It consists of an SK filter (shielding filter) which intercepts B filter and light which

make only the light of a blue wavelength area penetrate, The white light Lw ejected from the

white light source 1 1 when this turnable filter 14 rotated, As shown in the timing chart of

drawing 3 , the near infrared Ln, the red light Lr, Separating into the green light Lg and the blue

glow Lb (the near infrared Ln is henceforth called the reference beam Ln, and the red light Lr,

the green light Lg, and the blue glow Lb are doubled, and it is called the plane sequence

following light Lm) such separated lights enter into the end face 21a of the irradiation light fiber

21 one by one. And while the white light Lw is shaded with SK filter, the excitation light Le

ejected from the excitation light source 12 enters into the end face 21a via the mirror 17 and the

dichroic mirror 15.

[0047]It comprises the tip part 201 which can be crooked freely, and the final controlling

element 202 to which the light source unit 100 and the relay unit 300 were connected, the

irradiation light fiber 21 covers the final controlling element 202 from the tip part 201, and the

endoscope unit 200 is constructed by the inside.

[0048]The reference beam Ln, the plane sequence following light Lm, and the excitation light Le

which entered into the end face 21a of the irradiation light fiber 21 spread the inside of the

irradiation light fiber 21, are ejected from the end face 21b, and are irradiated by the body tissue

1 through the irradiation lens 22.
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[0049]The image of the body tissue 1 by the reflective reference beam reflected by the body

tissue 1 which received the exposure of the reference beam Ln and the plane sequence following

light Lrn (henceforth) And it is referred to as reflective reference beam image Zn, with the object

lens 23, image formation of the image (it is henceforth called the plane sequence following light

figure Zm) of the body tissue 1 by reflector sequential light is carried out, it is picturized on the

acceptance surface of the image sensor 25, is changed into an electric picture signal, and is

transmitted to the relay unit 300 by the cable 26. The fluorescence image Zk which exceeds 410

nm generated from the body tissue 1 in which the excitation light Le was irradiated similarly,

and is formed of the fluorescence of the wavelength area covering about 700 nm, With the object

lens 23, image formation is carried out, and it is picturized on the acceptance surface of the

image sensor 25, is changed into an electric picture signal, and is transmitted to the relay unit

300 by the cable 26. In addition, The excitation light cut-off filter 24 which penetrates the light

of the wavelength area which intercepts the wavelength of 410 nm between the object lens 23

and the image sensor 25, and exceeds 410 nm is allocated, and it mixes in the fluorescence image

Zk. The reflective excitation light (catoptric light of excitation light) which entered into the

object lens is intercepted by this excitation light cut-off filter 24.

[0050]In the relay unit 300. With A/D converter 31 and A/D converter 31 which change into a

digital value each picture signal transmitted by the cable 26. The two-dimensional image data of

reflective reference beam image Zn changed into the digital value with the reflective reference

beam image memory 32 and A/D converter 31 which are memorized as the reflective reference

beam image data Dn. The two-dimensional image data of fluorescence image Zn changed into

the digital value with the fluorescent image memory 33 memorized as the fluorescent image data

Dk, and A/D converter 31. the plane sequence changed into the digital value — the two-

dimensional image data of next light figure Zm - a plane sequence — the plane sequence

memorized as the optical image [ next ] data Dm ~ the optical image [ next ] memory 34 is

allocated.

[0051]The reflective reference beam image data Dn is inputted into the arithmetic unit 400, With

the regular-reflection-light field recognition machine 41 and the regular-reflection-light field

recognition machine 41 which recognize the field influenced by the regular reflection light

contained in this reflective reference beam image data Dn. The recognized regular-reflection-

light field. With the fluorescence yield computing unit 43 which asks for the fluorescence yield

image data Dss which inputs the regular-reflection-light field memory 42 and the reflective

reference beam image data Dn which memorize the regular-reflection-light area information Dsh
which expresses, and the fluorescent image data Dk, and expresses a living body's organization

description, and the fluorescence yield computing unit 43. The fluorescence yield image memory
44 which memorizes the called-for fluorescence yield image data Dss is allocated, The field

sequential optical image data Dm memorized by the fluorescence yield image data Dss and the

plane sequence following optical image memory 34 which were memorized by regular-

reflection-light area information Dsh memorized by the regular-reflection-light field memory 42

and the fluorescence yield image memory 44 is inputted into the organization description picture

composing device 45, It is changed so that each image data may be piled up and it may become

one picture, and it is further changed and outputted to a video signal by the video signal

processing circuit 46.

[0052]The video signal outputted from the arithmetic unit 400 is inputted and displayed on the

display for indication 500.

[0053]Next, the operation in the above-mentioned embodiment is explained. The above-
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mentioned composition irradiates a body tissue with excitation light with a wavelength of 410

nm, in order to obtain a fluorescent image, In order to acquire a reflective reference beam picture,

a body tissue is irradiated by making a near infrared with a wavelength of 780 nm into a

reference beam, and in order to observe the color and form of a body tissue, a body tissue is

additionally irradiated with the plane sequence following light.

[0054]The fluorescence image Zk of the body tissue 1 formed of the fluorescence generated from

the body tissue 1 by the excitation light Le which it was ejected from the light source unit 100,

and was irradiated via the endoscope unit 200, It is picturized by the image sensor 25 in

reflective reference beam image Zn and the plane sequence following light figure Zm of the

body tissue 1 which were formed when the reference beam Ln and the plane sequence following

light Lm which it was ejected from the light source unit 100, and were irradiated via the

endoscope unit 200 were reflected by the body tissue 1 , It is changed into the two-dimensional

image data which is transmitted to the relay unit 300 and consists of digital values, and the

fluorescent image memory 33, the reflective reference beam image memory 32, and the plane

sequence following optical image memory 34 memorize, respectively.

[0055]The reflective reference beam image data Dn showing reflective reference beam image Zn
memorized by the reflective reference beam image memory 32 is inputted into the regular-

reflection-light field recognition machine 41, The picture element region in the reflective

reference beam image data Dn corresponding to the field where the intensity in this reflective

reference beam image Zn is very high, That is, as shown in drawing 4 , the picture element region

Z with the intensity which becomes beyond the threshold Q beforehand set up in the intensity in

each picture element position is recognized as a regular-reflection-light field, and this field is

memorized by the regular-reflection-light field memory 42 as the regular-reflection-light area

information Dsh.

[0056]The fluorescent image data Dk showing the fluorescence image Zk memorized on the

other hand by the reflective reference beam image data Dn and the fluorescent image memory 33

which were memorized by the above-mentioned reflective reference beam image memory 32 is

inputted into the fluorescence yield computing unit 43, The fluorescence yield image data Dss is

called for by doing division between the value of the fluorescent image data Dk and the value of

the reflective reference beam image data Dn corresponding to the same picture element position

(namely, thing to search for for the ratio of the value of the fluorescent image data Dk, and the

value of the reflective reference beam image data Dn). That is, the operation of Dss=Dk/Dn is

performed about all the picture element positions, and the value of the fluorescence yield image

data Dss is calculated.

[0057]This fluorescence yield image data Dss is equivalent to the two-dimensional image data

showing the fluorescence yield which is a ratio of the intensity of the excitation light which the

body tissue received, and the intensity of the fluorescence generated by the exposure of this

excitation light, Since it is difficult to measure directly the intensity of the excitation light which

the body tissue received, it uses instead of being the intensity of the excitation light in which the

body tissue received the intensity of the reflective reference beam reflected by the body tissue,

and asks for a fluorescence yield. And this fluorescence yield image data Dss is memorized by

the fluorescence yield image memory 44.

[0058]next, regular-reflection-light area information Dsh calculated by doing in this way, the

fluorescence yield image data Dss, and a plane sequence — the optical image [ next ] data Dm —
the organization description picture composing device 45 — ON ** - last ** The regular-

reflection-light area information Dsh is the field PI where regular reflection of the reference
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beam was carried out with the body tissue as shown in drawing 5 (a), and data showing P2 here,

The fluorescence yield image data Dss is the field P3 of diseased tissue, and image data which

shows P4, as a living body's organization description is expressed and it is shown in drawing 5

(b), and it is image data also containing field PT influenced by the regular reflection light

displayed with the gestalt which was similar with diseased tissue under the influence of regular

reflection light, and P2\ The plane sequence following optical image data Dm is image data

which expresses the color and shape of a body tissue which are usually observed as shown in

drawing 5 (c), and, as for P5 and P6, the plane sequence following light shows the field which

regular reflection was carried out with the body tissue, and was expressed as a luminescent spot.

[0059]If the three above-mentioned kinds of data are inputted into the organization description

picture composing device 45, as shown in drawing 6 , On the picture (picture in which a dark

portion has a big value with a value with the bright portion near 0) by which the body tissue

which the plane sequence following optical image data Dm expresses is usually observed, The

picture (picture in which diseased tissue has a big value with a value with the normal tissue near

0) which has the fields P3 and P4 identified by the fluorescence yield image data Dss as diseased

tissue is added. And PT which P5, P6, and the fluorescence yield image data Dss which the field

Dm of PI which the regular-reflection-light area information Dsh expresses, and P2, i.e., the

plane sequence following optical image data, expresses express, The field which laps with P2',

So that distinction can be clearly done with the field of P3 and P4 which were identified as

diseased tissue. A picture as shown in drawing 7 displayed by the specific regular-reflection-light

display modes Wl and W2 (display mode as which the inside of a field is darkly displayed

around a field with a projection) defined beforehand is combined, and it is outputted as

organization description image data DD.

[0060]And organization description image data DD is changed into a video signal by the video

signal processing circuit 46, is outputted from the arithmetic unit 400, and is displayed by the

display for indication 500. what is necessary being just to make the specific regular-reflection-

light display mode showing this regular-reflection-light field defined beforehand into the display

mode which can distinguish a living body's organization description from diseased tissue, and

enclosing a regular-reflection-light field by a frame — a plane sequence — it may be a display

style which can be seen within this limit. Even if the endoscope tip part is moving, since a

regular-reflection-light field is displayed with the picture which always expresses organization

description by the specific display style defined beforehand, the above-mentioned picture

displayed can observe a reliable living body's organization description.

[0061]While observing the above-mentioned organization description picture as video,

processing displayed according to the display style which was able to appoint the above-

mentioned regular-reflection-light field beforehand is not performed, but only when observing as

a still picture, processing displayed according to the display style which was able to appoint the

regular-reflection-light field beforehand can be performed.

[0062]Organization description image data DD showing the above-mentioned organization

description may be created using two kinds of data showing the organization description of the

regular reflection region data Dsh and the body tissue showing a regular-reflection-light field of

the fluorescence yield image data Dss. In this case, as shown in drawing 8 , make the end face

27c of the image fiber 27 once carry out image formation of the above-mentioned fluorescence

image Zk and the reflective reference beam image Zn through the object lens 23 and the

excitation light cut-off filter 24, and it spreads to 27 d of end faces of the other end through the

inside of the image fiber 27, Via the dichroic mirror 36 which separates the wavelength area of
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the image formation lens 35 and visible light, and a near-infrared wavelength area, it can

separate into the fluorescence image Zk and reflective reference beam image Zn for every

wavelength area, image formation can be carried out on the image sensor 37 and the image

sensor 38, it can picturize, and a picture signal can be acquired.

[0063]As long as the above-mentioned organization description picture is searched for based on

the reflective reference beam picture showing the fluorescent image showing a living body's

organization description, and a regular-reflection-light field, it may be what kind of picture, For

example, use the reflective reference beam picture showing the regular-reflection-light field

created by irradiating a body tissue with excitation light with a wavelength of 410 nm or the

reference beam of a red wavelength area as a reflective reference beam picture showing a

regular-reflection-light field, or. An organization description picture can also be searched for by

using the picture showing the standardization fluorescence intensity which did division of the

intensity of the specific wavelength area of the fluorescence generated from the body tissue by

the exposure of excitation light by the intensity of the full wave length field of this fluorescence,

etc. as a fluorescent image showing a living body's organization description. However, in order

to ask for this standardization fluorescence intensity, it is necessary to add the optical system

which carries out the spectrum of the fluorescence image and detects it in a specific wavelength

area.

[0064]The recognition system of said regular-reflection-light field may recognize the field which

adopted image processing not only using the method described by the above-mentioned

embodiment but a differentiation operator, etc., and regular reflection produced.

[0065]The fluorescent image measuring method and device of this invention are applicable not

only to a fluorescent endoscope but colposcope, an operating microscope, etc.

[0066]Next, the fluorescent image display device which enforces the fluorescent image display

method by this invention is explained using drawing 9 about a 2nd embodiment of the

fluorescent endoscope system applied to the endoscope.

[0067]The fluorescent endoscope system 900 of a 2nd embodiment, The narrow band fluorescent

image which is the 2nd fluorescence image acquired by detecting the fluorescence shown from

the body tissue which received the exposure of excitation light in 430 nm - 530 nm of

wavelength band regions which are a specific wavelength area, The wide band fluorescent image

which is the 1 st fluorescent image obtained by detecting the above-mentioned fluorescence in

430 nm - 730 nm of wavelength band regions whose above-mentioned specific wavelength area

is a different wavelength area, By the operation based on IR reflective reference beam picture

which is a reflective reference beam picture acquired by detecting the light reflected by the body

tissue in which the white light in which the near infrared which is a reference beam is contained

was irradiated in 750 nm - 900 nm of wavelength band regions which are a near-infrared

wavelength band region. The organization description picture showing the organization

description of the body tissue which amended the distance to a body tissue is created, In

displaying this organization description picture, about each imaging range included in this

organization description picture. The narrow band fluorescent image which is [ whether these

imaging ranges are unusual light-receiving fields which received the light volume beyond default

value or it is the normal light-receiving field which received the light volume of less than default

value, and ] said each picture, i.e., the 2nd fluorescent image, and the wide band fluorescent

image which is the 1st fluorescent image, According to the output of the picture deciding unit

180 which is a judging means judged based on IR reflective reference beam picture which is a

reflective reference beam picture, and this picture deciding unit 180, it has the picture composing
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device 190 which is an abnormality area displaying means which displays an unusual light-

receiving field with the gestalt from which a normal light-receiving field differs. The above-

mentioned default value is defined based on the limit of the effective measuring range in the

.

limit of the detection in IR reflective reference beam picture, a narrow band fluorescent image,

and a wide band fluorescent image.

[0068]The endoscope inserting part 100 by which the above-mentioned fluorescent endoscope

system 900 is inserted in the living body, the white light source which emits light including the

wavelength area of visible light, and the wavelength area of a near infrared, With and the image

and body tissue by the lighting unit 110 provided with the excitation light source which emits the

excitation light with a wavelength of about 410 nm which generates fluorescence from a body

tissue, and the fluorescence generated from the above-mentioned body tissue. . Were picturized

by the imaging unit 120 which picturizes the image by the reflected near infrared, the

organization description picture preparing unit 130 which creates the organization description

picture which expresses a living body's organization description based on the picture picturized

with the imaging unit 120, and the image sensor arranged in the endoscope inserting part 100. It

is connected to the usual image processing unit 140 and each above-mentioned unit which

perform signal processing for [ which is a picture equivalent to the picture acquired by viewing ]

usually displaying a picture, The controller 150 which controls operation timing, the picture

monitor 160 which were usually processed with the image processing unit 140 and which usually

displays a picture as a visible image, and the picture picturized with the imaging unit 120 are

inputted, Said picture deciding unit 180 which is a judging means which judges whether it is an

unusual light-receiving field or it is a normal light-receiving field about the field in a picture, The
organization description picture outputted from the organization description picture preparing

unit 130 and the decision result outputted from the picture deciding unit 180 are inputted, The

image composing outputted from said picture composing device 1 90 which is an abnormality

area displaying means on which the unusual light-receiving field in an organization description

picture is displayed with the gestalt from which a normal light-receiving field differs, and the

picture composing device 190 is usually gone via the video signal generation circuit 144 of the

image processing unit 140. It comprises the picture monitor 170 which inputs and displays as a

visible image.

[0069]The endoscope inserting part 100 has the light guide 101 , the CCD cable 102, and the

image fiber 103 inside, Ahead of the end face of the image fiber 103 which it has the

illumination lens 104 ahead of the end face of the light guide 101, and is formed with quartz

glass fiber, it has the condenser 106. CCD image sensor 107 to which on chip [ of the color

mosaic filter ] was carried out is connected to the end of the CCD cable 102, and the prism 108 is

joined to this CCD image sensor 107. It is bundled with the excitation light light guide 101B

currently formed with the white light light guide 101A and quartz glass fiber which are formed

with compound glass fiber, and the light guide 101 is unified in the shape of a cable, The other

end of the light guide 101 arranged to the exterior of the endoscope inserting part 100 is

connected to the lighting unit 1 10. The other end of the CCD cable 102 arranged to the exterior

of the endoscope inserting part 100 is usually connected to the image processing unit 140, and

the other end of the image fiber 103 is connected to the imaging unit 120.

[0070]The lighting unit 1 10 equips the white light source 1 1 1 which emits the white light Jl, the

power supply 1 12 which supplies electric power to this white light source 1 1 1, the GaN system

semiconductor laser 1 14 which emits the excitation light J2 for a fluorescent image image pick-

up, and this GaN system semiconductor laser 1 14 with the power supply 1 1 5 which supplies
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electric power.

[0071]The imaging unit 120, The inside of the image fiber 103 is spread. The wavelength area of

excitation light from the fluorescence J3 which entered. The wavelength band region of 420 nm
or less to include. The excitation light cut-off filter 121 to cut, the turnable filter 122 in which

three kinds of light filters with a mutually different wavelength characteristic were put together

and unified, the filter slewing mechanism 124 made to rotate this turnable filter 122, and the

turnable filter 122. CCD image sensor 125 which picturizes the transmitted fluorescence image

or IR reflective reference beam image, and the signal picturized by this CCD image sensor 125

were digitized, and it has the A/D conversion circuit 126 which outputs that value.

[0072]The broad band filter 122A which makes the light of 430 nm - 730 nm of wavelength

band regions as show drawing 10 the above-mentioned turnable filter 122 penetrate, It comprises

the narrow band filter 122B which makes the light of 430 nm - 530 nm of wavelength band

regions penetrate, and the IR band-pass filter 122C which makes the light of 750 nm - 900 nm of

wavelength band regions penetrate. The broad band filter 122A is a filter for a wide band

fluorescent image image pick-up, the narrow band filter 122B is a filter for a narrow band

fluorescent image image pick-up, and the IR band-pass filter 122C is a filter for IR reflective

reference beam picture image pick-up. When the white light Jl is irradiated, this turnable filter

122, When the IR band-pass filter 122C is arranged in the optical path of the white light Jl and

the excitation light J2 is irradiated, The filter slewing mechanism 124 is controlled by the

controller 150 so that the broad band filter 122A and the narrow band filter 122B are arranged

one by one in the optical path of the excitation light J2.

[0073]CCD image sensor 125 is a 500x500-pixel image sensor, when picturizing IR reflective

reference beam picture by control of the controller 150, perform the usual read-out, but. When
picturizing a fluorescent image, BININGU read-out read after adding the output of the pixel for

5x5 pieces to the ** sake to which the light-receiving light volume per pixel is made to increase

is performed. For this reason, when picturizing a fluorescent image, it operates as a 100x1 00-

pixel image sensor seemingly.

[0074]Thus, since read methods differ, the pixel number which constitutes a narrow band

fluorescent image and a wide band fluorescent image will be 100x100 pixels to the pixel number
which constitutes IR reflective reference beam picture being 500x500 pixels.

[0075]three kinds of picture signals (a narrow band fluorescent image.) which the organization

description picture preparing unit 130 was picturized through the turnable filter 122, and were

digitized by the A/D conversion circuit 126 Division between the image memory 127 which

memorizes a wide band fluorescent image and IR reflective reference beam picture, and the two

above-mentioned kinds of fluorescent images is done (.). Namely, the value of the

standardization fluorescence intensity called for by this division in quest of the ratio between the

two above-mentioned kinds of fluorescent images, It is made to correspond to a color by the

look-up table beforehand memorized inside, The value of the color operation part 131 changed

and outputted to the chrominance signal at the time of making it display as a visible image and

IR reflective reference beam picture is made equivalent to luminosity by the look-up table

beforehand memorized inside, It comprises the luminosity operation part 132 changed and

outputted to the luminance signal at the time of making it display as a visible image, the

organization description picture preparing part 133 which creates an organization description

picture based on a chrominance signal and a luminance signal, and the organization description

image memory 134 which memorizes this organization description picture.

[0076]The narrow band fluorescent image storage area in which the image memory 127 carried
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out the graphic display abbreviation, It comprises a wide band fluorescent image storage area

and an IR reflective reference beam image storage area, The fluorescent image which irradiated

with and picturized the excitation light J2 in the state where the broad band filter 122A has been

arranged in an optical path is changed into a digital value by the A/D conversion circuit 126, and

is saved as a wide band fluorescent image in a wide band fluorescent image storage area, The
fluorescent image which irradiated with and picturized the excitation light 32 in the state where

the narrow band filter 122B has been arranged in an optical path is changed into a digital value

by the A/D conversion circuit 126, and is saved as a narrow band fluorescent image in a narrow

band fluorescent image storage area. The reflective reference beam picture which irradiated with

and picturized the white light Jl in the state where the IR band-pass filter 122C has been

arranged in an optical path is changed into a digital value by the A/D conversion circuit 126, and

is saved as an IR reflective reference beam picture in IR reflective reference beam image storage

area.

[0077]The picture deciding unit 1 80, The light volume beyond the default value in the above-

mentioned narrow band fluorescent image. The field which received light. The overflow judging

device 183 which judges the field which received the light volume beyond the default value

within the effective measuring range judging device 181 to judge, the effective measuring range

judging device 182 which judges the field which received the light volume beyond the default

value in a wide band fluorescent image, and IR reflective reference beam picture, It has the

unusual light-receiving field memory 185 which memorizes the position information on the

unusual light-receiving field which is a decision result of the unusual light-receiving area

judgment machine 1 84 and an unusual light-receiving field which judges an unusual light-

receiving field based on the decision result by these three individual judging devices.

[0078]The picture composing device 190 inputs the position information on the unusual light-

receiving field memorized by the organization description picture memorized by the organization

description image memory 134 and the unusual light-receiving field memory 185, combines the

picture as which the unusual light-receiving field is displayed on the organization description

picture, and outputs it as image composing.

[0079]Usually, the image processing unit 140, The picture signal picturized by CCD image

sensor 107. It has the A/D conversion circuit 142 which digitizes, and the video signal generation

circuit 144 which were digitized, for which a picture is usually saved and which usually changes

into a video signal the image memory 143 and the image composing which were usually

outputted from the image memory 143, and which was usually outputted from the picture and the

described image composing device 190.

[0080] Hereafter, an operation of the fluorescent endoscope system 900 by the above-mentioned

composition is explained. First, the case where a picture is usually picturized and displayed is

explained and the case where the image pick-up of a reflective reference beam picture and the

image pick-up of a fluorescent image are performed next is explained. Then, the case where

image composing is formed and displayed is explained.

[0081]In the fluorescent endoscope system 900, it carries out one by one by usually carrying out

the time sharing of the image pick-up of a picture and IR reflective reference beam picture, and

the image pick-up of a fluorescent image. Usually, at the time of the image pick-up of a picture

and IR reflective reference beam picture, the power supply 112 drives based on the signal

outputted from the controller 150, and the white light Jl containing the near infrared which is a

reference beam is ejected from the white light source 111. After the white light Jl enters into the

white light light guide 101A through the lens 1 13 and a light guide is carried out to the tip 100A
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of an endoscope inserting part, it is irradiated with it towards the body tissue 1 from the

illumination lens 104.

[0082]It is condensed with the object lens 105, and it is reflected by the slant face of the prism

108, and through a color mosaic filter, on CCD image sensor 107, image formation of the

catoptric light J4 of the white light Jl reflected by the body tissue 1 is carried out, and it is

picturized. After [ which was picturized by CCD image sensor 107 ] a picture is changed into a

digital value by the A/D conversion circuit 142, it is usually saved at the image memory 143.

Usually, the usual picture saved at the image memory 143 is changed into a video signal by the

video signal generation circuit 144, and is displayed as a visible image by the picture monitor

160. A series of above-mentioned operations are controlled by the controller 150.

[0083]The catoptric light J5 of the white light Jl containing the near infrared which was

reflected by the above-mentioned body tissue 1 and condensed by the condenser 106 on the other

hand, It enters into the end face of the image fiber 103, and the image fiber 103 is passed, it is

condensed with the lens 128, the excitation light cut-off filter 121 and the IR band-pass filter

122C of the turnable filter 122 are penetrated, and image formation is carried out on CCD image

sensor 125.

[0084]Since the IR band-pass filter 122C is a band pass filter which makes only the light of 750

nm - 900 nm of wavelength band regions penetrate, if the catoptric light J5 penetrates the IR

band-pass filter 122C, only a reflective reference beam will be extracted and image formation

only of the IR reflective reference beam image will be carried out on CCD image sensor 125.

[0085]After photoelectric conversion of the IR reflective reference beam image which image

formation was carried out and was picturized on CCD image sensor 125 is carried out and it is

changed into a digital signal by the A/D conversion circuit 126, it is saved in IR reflective

reference beam image storage area of the image memory 127.

[0086]Next, the case where a fluorescence image is picturized is explained. The power supply

1 1 5 drives based on the signal outputted from the controller 150, and the excitation light J2 with

a wavelength of 410 nm is ejected from the GaN system semiconductor laser 1 14. After the

excitation light 52 enters into the excitation light light guide 101B through the lens 1 16 and a

light guide is carried out to the tip 100A of an endoscope inserting part, it is irradiated towards

the body tissue 1 through the illumination lens 104.

[0087]The fluorescence J3 generated from the body tissue 1 in response to the exposure of the

excitation light J2, It is condensed by the condenser 106 and enters at the tip of the image fiber

103, The image fiber 103 is spread and it is condensed with the lens 128, and through the

excitation light cut-off filter 121, the time sharing of the broad band filter 122A and the narrow

band filter 122B of the turnable filter 122 is carried out one by one, and they are penetrated.

[0088]The fluorescence which penetrated the fluorescence which penetrated the broad band filter

122A, and the narrow band filter 122B, Time sharing is carried out one by one, and light is

received by CCD image sensor 125, and after photoelectric conversion is carried out, the signal

for 5x5 pixels is added by BININGU read-out, and it is read, and. is changed into a digital signal

by the A/D conversion circuit 126. The wide band fluorescent image and narrow band

fluorescent image which were changed into the digital signal are saved in the wide band

fluorescent image storage area and narrow band fluorescent image storage area of the image

memory 127. Although a fluorescence image with weak light intensity can be picturized with

sufficient accuracy by performing BININGU read-out as mentioned above, the pixel number of

the picturized picture will be 100x100 pixels which is 1/25 at the time of usually reading.

[0089]Hereafter, the case where image composing is created is explained. First, in the color
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operation part 131 of the organization description picture preparing unit 130. The narrow band

fluorescent image and wide band fluorescent image which are memorized by the image memory
127 are inputted, Do division of the value of a narrow band fluorescent image with the value of a

wide band fluorescent image for every corresponding pixel, and it asks for standardization

fluorescence intensity, The value of standardization fluorescence intensity is changed into a

chrominance signal with reference to the color look-up table beforehand memorized in the color

operation part 131, Then, the chrominance signal corresponding to one pixel is changed into the

chrominance signal corresponding to 5x5 pixels, and it outputs as a chrominance-signal picture

which comprises a chrominance signal which returned the pixel number to 500x500 pixels from

100x100 pixels.

[0090]In the luminosity operation part 132, the value of IR reflective reference beam picture

saved in IR reflective reference beam image storage area of the image memory 127 is changed

into a luminance signal for every pixel with reference to the luminosity look-up table beforehand

memorized inside the image memory 127, It outputs as a luminance-signal picture which

comprises these luminance signals.

[0091]The organization description picture preparing part 133 inputs the above-mentioned

chrominance-signal picture and a luminance-signal picture, an organization description picture is

created based on these pictures, and this organization description picture is memorized by the

organization description image memory 134.

[0092]Next, an operation of the picture deciding unit 180 and the picture composing device 190

is explained.

[0093]The narrow band fluorescent image, wide band fluorescent image, and IR reflective

reference beam picture which were changed and outputted to the digital value by the A/D
conversion circuit 126, It is inputted into the described image memory 127, and is inputted also

into the effective measuring range judging device 181, the effective measuring range judging

device 182, and the overflow judging device 183, respectively.

[0094]The wide band fluorescent image inputted into the narrow band fluorescent image inputted

into the effective measuring range judging device 181 and the effective measuring range judging

device 1 82 is compared with the default value defined based on the limit of an effective

measuring range, and marginal ****** is called for. This default value is beforehand calculated

by the following methods, and is memorized by the effective measuring range judging device

181 and the effective measuring range judging device 182.

[0095]Namely, the maximum light volume that receives light when observing the fluorescence

generated from a body tissue using the fluorescent endoscope system 900, It is light volume

when the fluorescence generated from a living body's normal tissue when the tip 100A of the

endoscope inserting part of a fluorescent endoscope system is made to approach a body tissue

most based on specification is received, The limit of distance of making the tip 1 0OA
approaching the body tissue in the case of observing a living body's organization description

with the fluorescent endoscope system 900 is beforehand determined as 2 mm with the

specification of the fluorescent endoscope system 900, When a body tissue is approached more,

it becomes impossible to observe a living body's organization description correctly.

[0096]Therefore, the light-receiving light volume of the fluorescence received from normal

tissue when the tip 100A of an endoscope inserting part is made to approach a body tissue, When
the maximum light-receiving light volume assumed in the effective measuring range on

specification is exceeded, it considers that the distance of the tip 100A and a body tissue

approached less than 2 mm, and this field is made into marginal ****** which cannot observe a
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living body's organization description correctly.

[0097]The default value for defining this marginal ****** irradiates with excitation light to the

body tissue which exists in the position which is beforehand judged by another method to be

normal tissue, and as for which prescribed distance separated, The intensity of the fluorescence

shown by the exposure of this excitation light from the above-mentioned body tissue is detected,

and it is set by adding the value which expresses the variation in a detection value with the

average value of this detection value. Namely, in the state in which this default value is an

approach limit on [ a living body's normal tissue to
]
specification about the tip 100A of an

endoscope inserting part where it detached 2 mm, Excitation light is turned to this normal tissue

two or more times, and it irradiates with it, asks from the average value M and the standard

deviation sigma when the intensity of the fluorescence generated from the normal tissue which

received the exposure of this excitation light is measured, and can set by the formula of

E=M+2sigma.

[0098]The default value memorized by the effective measuring range judging device 181 is

applied to detection of the fluorescence of 430 nm - 530 nm of wavelength band regions emitted

from normal tissue, and asks for the above-mentioned method, and the limit of the effective

measuring range in a narrow band fluorescent image is defined with this default value. The

default value memorized by the effective measuring range judging device 1 82 is applied to

detection of the fluorescence of 430 nm - 730 nm of wavelength band regions emitted from

normal tissue, and asks for the above-mentioned method, and the limit of the effective measuring

range in a wide band fluorescent image is defined with this default value.

[0099]On the other hand, IR reflective reference beam picture inputted into the overflow judging

device 183 is compared with the default value defined based on the limit of detection of this

reflective reference beam picture, and marginal ******
is called for. The limit of detection of

this IR reflective reference beam picture is defined as a thing equivalent to the saturation value of

the output of the image sensor which detects IR reflective reference beam picture, and the default

value based on the limit of this detection is beforehand calculated by the following methods, and

is memorized by the overflow judging device 183.

[OlOOJNamely, although the signal showing IR reflective reference beam picture outputted from

the imaging unit 120 changes into a digital value the analog signal showing IR reflective

reference beam picture outputted from CCD image sensor 125 by the A/D conversion circuit 126,

It becomes more than a value of the analog signal from which the value of the analog signal

which this A/D conversion circuit inputted can change this (that is, the intensity of the detected

reflective reference beam.) A/D conversion circuit, Since it is considered that that imaging range

is a field which cannot observe a living body's organization description correctly when it

becomes the value with which the digital output was saturated, the saturation value of this digital

output is defined as default value based on the limit of detection. For example, since a saturation

value is set to 1024 in using a 10-bit A/D conversion circuit, this value is defined as default value

of the overflow judging device 183.

[01 01]As shown in drawing 11, by the above-mentioned effective measuring range judging

device 181, the effective measuring range judging device 182, and the overflow judging device

183. If the picture HI containing marginal ****** Ul acquired with reference to each default

value, U2, and U3, H2, and H3 are inputted into the unusual light-receiving area judgment

machine 184, the logical product of marginal ****** contained in each picture will be searched

for, and the unusual light-receiving field U4 will be appointed. The position information on the

unusual light-receiving field appointed with the unusual light-receiving area judgment machine
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1 84 is memorized by the unusual light-receiving field memory 1 85.

[0102]The position information on the unusual light-receiving field where the picture composing

device 190 is memorized by the unusual light-receiving field memory 185, The organization

description picture memorized by the organization description image memory 1 34 is inputted,

and image composing is formed so that it may be white and unusual light-receiving field U4'

may be displayed into the organization description picture S by which a colored presentation is

carried out as shown in drawing 12 .

[0103]The compounded image composing is outputted from the picture composing device 190,

and is inputted into the video signal generation circuit 144. The above-mentioned image

composing changed into the video signal is displayed on the picture monitor 170 by the video

signal generation circuit 144. A series of above-mentioned operations are controlled by the

controller 150.

[0104]The above-mentioned video signal generation circuit 144 is signal processing and the

thing which are usually outputted from the image memory 143 and which usually processes both

signal processing of a picture of the above-mentioned image composing.

[01 05] Since the color of the image composing displayed as mentioned above expresses lesion-

ization of standardization fluorescence intensity, i.e., a body tissue, and luminosity, on the other

hand, expresses the shape of the luminous intensity reflected by the body tissue, i.e., a body

tissue, The information about the information about lesion-izing and shape of a body tissue can

be compounded and displayed on the picture of one sheet.

[0106]Since the unusual light-receiving field which does not express the living body's

organization description correctly is white and is displayed into the image showing a living

body's organization description by which the colored presentation was carried out as mentioned

above to the image monitor 170, An observer can be prevented from judging a living body's

organization description accidentally, and a reliable living body's organization description can be

observed.

[0107]Since the GaN system semiconductor laser 112 was used as a light source of the excitation

light J2, it can irradiate with excitation light with a cheap and small light source. The wavelength

of excitation light is written with 410 nm, and a fluorescence is efficiently shown from the body

tissue 1.

[0108]Instead of using the above-mentioned standardization fluorescence intensity, the value of

the fluorescence yield which did division of the value of the pixel of a wide band fluorescent

image, and calculated it with the value of the pixel of IR reflective reference beam picture may
be assigned to a chrominance signal, the value of the pixel of IR reflective reference beam

picture may be assigned to a luminance signal, and an organization description picture may be

created.

[0109]Creation of the organization description picture in the organization description picture

preparing unit 130, It is not necessary using both the color operation part 131 and the luminosity

operation part 132 to necessarily create the organization description picture which consists of a

chrominance signal and a luminance signal. The value of the ******** fluorescence intensity

which did division of the value of the pixel of a narrow band fluorescent image, and calculated it

with the value of the pixel to which a wide band fluorescent image corresponds without using the

color operation part 1 3 1 , Or assign the value of the fluorescence yield which did division of the

value of the pixel of a wide band fluorescent image, and calculated it with the value of the pixel

of IR reflective reference beam picture to a luminance signal, and an organization description

picture is created, Image composing can also be created by the picture composing device 190 so
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that an achromatic color may carry out the monochrome display of the organization description

picture and the colored presentation of the unusual light-receiving field may be carried out.

[01 10]The assignment to the chrominance signal or luminance signal of a value of each above-

mentioned picture, [ of a pixel ] A threshold can be established, the value of each pixel can be

binary-ized, a binary display can be carried out, and it can also be made to display as change of

the color or luminosity which continued by assigning the value of each pixel as a continuous

value like the above-mentioned embodiment.

[0111 ] Marginal ****** define(j with the picture deciding unit 1 80, Each picture (namely, IR

reflective reference beam picture which is the wide band fluorescent image and reflective

reference beam picture which are the narrow band fluorescent image and the 1st fluorescent

image which are the 2nd fluorescent image), Marginal ****** may be defined based on the

intensity of the reflective reference beam which may ask, combining the limit of an effective

measuring range, the limit of detection, etc. how, and shows existence of regular reflection light

besides the limit of an effective measuring range, or the limit of detection. The unusual light-

receiving field appointed with the unusual light-receiving area judgment machine 184 may be

appointed by the logical sum of not only when setting by the logical product of each above

marginal ******
5 but each marginal ******

5 or may be appointed based on specific marginal
******

[01 12]When a deed is displayed only while displaying image composing as a still picture, and

the living body's organization description is displayed as a still picture on the picture monitor

170, an unusual light-receiving field is displayed, but composition of the unusual light-receiving

field to the organization description picture by the picture composing device 190. When the

living body's organization description is displayed as video on the picture monitor 170, it can

avoid displaying an unusual light-receiving field. A hand switch and a foot switch when
operating a fluorescent endoscope system can perform the change to the above-mentioned still

picture and video.

[01 13]The display changeover switch 191 which is a display switching means which changes the

display of an unusual light-receiving field and un-displaying to a fluorescent endoscope system

manually as shown in drawing 13 is formed, It can avoid displaying an unusual light-receiving

field by changing the display changeover switch 191 to a non-display side to display an unusual

light-receiving field. Namely, the picture composing device 190 which the non-display signal

was outputted from this display changeover switch 191, and inputted this non-display signal

when the display changeover switch 191 was changed to the non-display side, Composition of

the unusual light-receiving field into an organization description picture is interrupted, and only

an organization description picture can be outputted as image composing from the picture

composing device 190. A non-display signal is outputted also to the controller 150 at this time,

the controller 150 which inputted the non-display signal controls the picture deciding unit 180,

and the processing for appointing the unusual light-receiving field currently performed with the

picture deciding unit 180 may also be made to be interrupted. The burden of the processing

performed within the picture deciding unit 180 by this is mitigable.

[01 14]When compounding an organization description picture and an unusual light-receiving

field by the picture composing device 190 so that the unusual light-receiving field displayed on

the picture monitor 170 may be displayed with the gestalten (a color, a form, a pattern, the

existence of blink, etc.) for which an observer wishes, an observer may enable it to choose the

display style of an unusual light-receiving field.

[01 15]The judgment in an effective measuring range judging device, an overflow judging device,
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an unusual light-receiving area judgment machine, etc., It is not limited to carrying out by each

pixel unit, but it carries out by the arbitrary in-every-direction nxm pixel units for which an

observer asks, or can compare by thinning out a pixel suitably in consideration of an operation

amount. What is necessary is for a nearby decision result just to perform a complement display,

when a pixel is thinned out. If the foreground color of a field which is not judging by the ability

to judge only the field which the observer is observing is displayed in a specific color, the field

currently observed can be displayed clearly.

[01 16]Although it is usually a gestalt which displays a picture and image composing on the

picture monitor 160 and the picture monitor 170 independently, it may be made to display both

on one picture monitor. In that case, the change of a display of a picture and image composing

may usually be a gestalt which may make it synchronize with the change to video and a still

picture, and may go automatically, and an observer is a suitable switching means and switches

arbitrarily.

[01 17]Although the GaN system semiconductor laser and the white light source were considered

as separate composition, one light source can also be substituted for the excitation light source

and a white light source using a suitable band-pass filter.

[01 18]Although CCD image sensor 107 for a picture image pick-up was usually made into the

embodiment installed in the tip part 100A of a fluorescent endoscope, after usually drawing an

image in an imaging unit by using an image fiber, it may picturize by a CCD image sensor. It

may be made to usually use with the object for a picture image pick-up, the object for a

fluorescent image image pick-up, and the image fiber for a reflected image image pick-up and an

image sensor in common furthermore by change of the turnable filter 122, installation to the

image sensor of a multicolor mosaic filter, etc.

[01 19]When a multicolor mosaic filter installs the image sensor by which on chip was carried

out in the tip part of a fluorescent endoscope, the image sensor the object for a picture image

pick-up, the object for a fluorescent image image pick-up, and for a reflected image image pick-

up can also usually be made to serve a double purpose with one image sensor.

[01 20]Although the operation in the picture deciding unit 180 and the organization description

picture preparing unit 130 shall be performed independently, respectively, the above-mentioned

embodiment, It may be made to control not to calculate in the organization description picture

preparing unit 130 about the unusual light-receiving field appointed in the picture deciding unit

180, and the time of image processing performed within the organization description picture

preparing unit 130 by this can be shortened.

[Translation done.]
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